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Capture numbers in rate equations and scaling laws for epitaxial growth
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In this paper, we present a detailed exposition of the functional form of capture numbers that we found using
an extended-island model. Our results suggest that the assumptionss5s1 for all s is only valid up to a time
that scales likeO(R21/2). After this time, a better approximation isss5as1b1small correction and we show
that in the limitR→`, ss→as1b. We link the functional form to the amount of nucleation of new islands on
the surface and explain the differences between what is obtained with our extended-island model to what is
obtained with a point-island model. Finally, we use our results to derive scaling laws for the adatom and total
number densities. We found that the scaling inR remains unchanged, but that the time evolution is influenced
by the functional form of the capture numbers.
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Molecular-beam epitaxy allows the possibility for contro
ling the growth of thin films with very high precision. Mod
ern surface sensor techniques, such as scanning-tunn
microscopy, have led to a renewed effort in modeling epit
ial growth. One goal is to use predictive models in real tim
control algorithms to regulate the morphology of a growi
film. Simple mean-field rate equations that are based on a
of coupled ordinary differential equations offer some hope
serve as a basis for such control algorithms, since they
be computationally fast enough to provide real time fe
back.

Mean-field rate equations were introduced more th
three decades ago1–4 and offer a completely deterministi
description of epitaxial growth. Such equations for the s
monolayer regime~without detachment, evaporation, or d
rect deposition! typically read

dn1

dt
5F22Ds1n1

22Dn1(
s.1

ssns ,

dns

dt
5Dn1~ss21ns212ssns! for all s.1,

wherens is the density of islands of sizes, n1 is the density
of adatoms,D is the diffusion constant,F is the deposition
flux, andss are the so-called capture numbers. In princip
rate equations can be extended to include coalescence
thus can be valid beyond the submonolayer regime.5 How-
ever, there is a large number of additional parameters
quired, and their microscopic origin is anything but obviou
We want to point out, however, that the submonolayer
gime is an important growth regime by itself, since ma
features such as typical island sizes and island-island co
lations are determined by their properties in the submo
layer regime.

The capture numbersss associated with islands of sizes
represent the propensity for such islands to compete for
available adatoms. Implicit in this definition is that the
coefficients must take into account all the spatial compone
relevant to epitaxial growth. So far, rate equations ha
failed to reproduce quantities such as the cluster size di
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bution by using an analytical functional form for the captu
numbers. This is because the proper spatial fluctuation
islands, notably those in the nucleation phase, determine
distribution of islands sizes at later times,6 and are difficult to
take into account using a single parameter.

An analytic formula for the capture numbers based on
uniform depletion approximation has been given
Venables.4 It assumes that the local density of islands tak
on its average values, so that the distribution of surround
islands is independent of its size. It has been shown by B
and Chrzan7 that the integration of rate equations using th
analytical formula for the capture numbers reproduces a
age quantities such as the adatom density and the total n
ber density, but fails to reproduce the correct cluster s
distribution. The reason is that the mean-field assump
prevents the spatial fluctuations of islands arising at the se
ing phase and the subsequent fluctuations due to correla
between islands during the growth.

Bartelt and Evans addressed the first issue and num
cally computed capture numbers by monitoring the aggre
tion of diffusive adatoms to the islands using Kinetic Mon
Carlo ~KMC! simulations with a point-island model.8 The
dependence of the capture numbers on the island size ex
its a plateau for islands smaller than the average size
approximately an affined part for islands bigger than the
erage size. This approach correctly takes into account
fluctuations in the nucleation phase since islands are se
stochastically. However, the growth and subsequent corr
tions of islands are omitted in this approach, since a po
island model explicitly excludes this feature. As a cons
quence, the presence of too many nucleations rearra
artificially the capture zones. More recent studies9,10 that in-
clude the spatial extent of islands still reveal a~less pro-
nounced! plateau for the capture numbers. In these simu
tions, the capture numbers were measured for a fi
coverage and a geometry that was obtained from scann
tunneling microscopy images.

In a recent work Amaret al.11,12 presented a model tha
explicitly takes into account the existence of a denuded z
around every island. In their approach, the rate equations
the island sizes are complemented by a set of rate equa
for the capture zone distributions. For intermediate values
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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FIG. 1. Left: ss for the nucle-
ation phase for two different val-
ues of R5D/F. Right: ss for
three different values ofR and a
corresponding coverageu chosen
so thatu}R21/2.
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R5D/F (107 to 108) the scaled island size distributio
agrees much better with the one obtained from atomi
KMC simulation than with those obtained from any previo
rate equation approach, but the obtained cluster size distr
tion at one fixed coverage and for a large array of values
R has not yet, to our best knowledge@D. Vvedensky, C.
Ratsch, F. Gibou, R. Vardavas, Phys. Rev. Lett.~to be pub-
lished!#, been presented for this approach.

The form of the capture numbers needs to account p
erly for the cross correlations between the island sizes
the capture areas.13,14 In this paper, we discuss the function
form of the capture numbers that have explicitly been m
sured from simulations. In Refs. 15 and 16, we followed
work of Bartelt and Evans8 and computed numerically th
capture numbers using the island-dynamics model.17 Within
this model, the boundary of an island is represented as
zero level set of a smooth functionf. The evolution of the
boundary is then dictated by the evolution off, which obeys
the advection equation]f/]t1vnu¹fu50, wherevn is the
local normal velocity of the island boundary. The velocity
computed from solving the diffusion equation for the adat
concentration.18,19The capture number for an island of sizes̃
is given by

s s̃5
*G s̃

vndG s̃

Dn1
. ~1!

Since in the level-set approach the island sizes are con
ous in the lateral direction, we define the capture numbers
islands of sizes to be the average of those for islands of s
15540
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s̃P@s,s11). This approach takes into account all spat
fluctuations during the nucleation phase as well as
growth phase. The interested reader is referred to Ref. 15
more details in the computation of the capture numbers
this approach.

The results for thess are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. W
separate the nucleation phase from the rest of the pro
since nucleation of new islands rearranges the capture z
and therefore impacts the shape of thess . In the nucleation
phase, islands on the surface are of size two and sta
grow. Figure 1~left! depicts the capture numbers associa
with the nucleation phase versus the islands sizes. Since
island dynamics is a continuous model, the islands sizes
between two and three. Typical island densities are defi
as averages, as discussed in the previous section, and bin
this data would give an average capture numbers1'2,
which is consistent with mean-field prediction. Past t
nucleation phase, we find that a good approximation for
capture numbers isss'as1b, with a5O(R21/3) andb af-
finely dependent on the coverage and weaklyR dependent as
depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. Our results suggest that the tim
which the affined dependence is a fair approximation
haves asymptotically likeO(R21/2) as illustrated in Fig. 1
~right! and we shall use this when deriving scaling laws
the adatom density and total number density. We note
the affined dependence is only an approximation and th
should be supplemented by a weak nonlinear dependen

We now discuss why this functional form is consiste
with irreversible aggregation and explain the differences
tween the capture numbers obtained with our extend
FIG. 2. Capture numbersss

versus the islands sizess for R
5105 ~left!, 107 ~right!, and four
different values of the coverage.
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island model and those obtained with a point-island mo
by relating the shape of thess to the amount of nucleation o
new islands on the surface. We also show that, asR→`, the
nonlinear dependence is negligible~i.e.,ss→as1b) and use
this functional form to derive scaling laws for the adato
density and the total number density in the asymptotic
gime of highR.

It was shown by Bartelt and Evans8 that in the steady-
state regime, the functional form of the scaled capture nu
bersss /sav5C(s/sav)5C(x), wheresav and sav are, re-
spectively, the average capture number and island size
related to the scaled cluster size distributionm(x)5nssav

2 /u
by

m~x!5m~0!expE
0

x 2b212C8~j!

C~j!2jb
dj, ~2!

where b5tsav
21d(sav)/dt. Taking the natural logarithm on

both sides~since all terms are positive! one can deduce a
formula for C(x) as a function ofm(x):

C~x!5bx1
~b21!*0

xm~j!dj1C~0!m~0!

m~x!
. ~3!

The functional form of the capture numbers is then affin
@with slopeb and interceptC(0)] but with a correction term
@from the last term on the right-hand side of Eq.~3!#. Equa-
tion ~3! shows that given the cluster size distribution and
value for b, there exists a unique functional form for th
capture numbers@given C(0)]. However, one can also se
that for a given cluster size distribution, there exists
infinite family (b,Cb) that can reproduce it via Eq.~3!. That
is, given the cluster size distributionm, the value forb
determines the functional form of the capture numbe
From our computations ofsav , we obtainedbP@0.89,0.93#

FIG. 3. Top: Data approximating the scaled cluster size dis
bution obtained by Bartelt and Evans~Ref. 8! using a point-island
model. Bottom: Capture numbers obtained using formula~3! with
b5

2
3 exhibiting the plateau found in Ref. 8.
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for RP@105,107# and found thatb is slightly smaller for
smaller values ofR, whereas in the point-island model o
Ref. 8,b'2

3.
One can explain this difference as follows. The rate

change of the average island size is

d

dt
~sav!5

F

N~ t !
H 12t

d

dt
@N~ t !#

N~ t !
J ,

and therefore,b→1 asdN(t)/dt→0, which is related to the
amount of nucleation of new islands. It is well known th
the nucleation rate never reaches a steady state in a p
island model20 and that explains the low value forb in Ref.
8. Our value forb ~'0.9!, shows that there is still som
nucleation in our model at 20% coverage, but this amoun
small enough to properly model the decay in the nucleat
rate observed in irreversible aggregation. Moreover,
slightly lower values ofb for lower values ofR is consistent
with the fact that the amount of nucleation at the surface
larger for lower values ofR. One can also use formula~3!
with b52

3 to reproduce the functional form of the captu
numbers of Ref. 8, as shown in Fig. 3. We can theref
explain the existence of a plateau for the capture numb
obtained with the point-island model by the artificial pre
ence of too many nucleation events. We note that the cap
numbers presented by Popescuet al.12 are consistent with
our results. In their paper, the authors present capture n

i-

FIG. 4. Top: Quadratic interpolationss /sav50.134x2

10.484x10.353 with x5s/sav ~solid line! of level-set data
~circles!. Bottom: The result of formula~2! with the quadratic in-
terpolation is plotted as the green solid line on top of level set
KMC simulations~symbols!.
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bers that exhibit a plateau for point islands, and capture n
bers that are~almost! affined for extended islands. For bo
cases, the scaled size distributions are very similar.

Our results suggest thatb asymptotically approaches on
asR increases. For intermediate values ofR, there is always
some nucleation occurring and the functional form for t
capture numbers isss5as1b1small correction. We found
in Ref. 19 that a correction terms of the formcs2 ~with c
small! is enough to reproduce the cluster size distribut
using Eq.~2! as illustrated in Fig. 4, i.e., nucleation even
tend to bend the curve ofC.

The case whereb51 is interesting. It corresponds tono
new nucleations, and therefore impliesC(0)→0 in Eq. ~3!,
which in turn givesC(x)→x. Thus, in the caseb51, the
capture numbers are simply linearly dependent on the is
size. It was proven by Vvedensky21 that taking this func-
tional form for R→` does not determine a unique solutio
for the cluster size distribution and that one must specify
distribution at some initial coverage. Indeed, in this case
nucleation phase is reduced to an infinitesimal interval n
u50, andb51 prevents any new nucleation. The burst
nucleation atu50 should thus define the initial condition
and only the initial condition taking into account the corre
distribution in island densities would reproduce the sca
cluster size distribution at a later time.

Finally, we would like to comment on the effect of th
two distinct regimes for the capture numbers on the sca
laws for island densities and adatom densities. Nuclea
theory predicts scaling of island densities as a function
temperature and deposition flux. A well-known result22 that
can be obtained under the assumption thatss5s1 for all s
ky

et

ys

y
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predicts thatN;R21/3 for irreversible aggregation, and mor
generallyN;R2 i /( i 12) for reversible aggregation, wherei is
the so-called critical island size. This result has successf
been employed to interpret experimentally measured isl
densities, and in fact to obtain microscopic parameters s
as diffusion barriers and prefactors from the measured isl
densities.23,24 For scaling with respect to time earlier work20

predicted that asymptoticallyN;(ln t)1/2.
Our results on the capture numbers above suggest tha

assumptionss5s1 holds for a coverage that scales likeu0
5R21/2. In this case, the resulting scaling laws are

n15R21/2ũ5u,

N5~s1/3!R21/2ũ35~s1/3!Ru3.

At later time, we found that, in the asymptotic limit o
R→`, ss→as1b with a5ãR21/3 andb5b̃u. In this case,
the scaling laws are found to be

n15u21F3b̃2 lnS u

u0
D1c0G21/3

R22/3,

N5b̃21H F3b̃2 lnS u

u0
D1c0G1/3

2ãJ R21/3,

with c0523b̃2 ln(u0)1(ã1R1/3b̃N0)3.
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